I. CALL TO ORDER: Andreis

II. SELF INTRODUCTIONS: All

III. CHANGES TO THE AGENDA Andreis

IV. APPROVAL OF THE MINUTES Andreis

V. PRESENTATIONS: None

VI. LIAISON REPORTS
   A. Sonoma County Fire Chiefs George/Collins
   B. Sonoma County Fire Prevention Officers DeCarli
   C. Marin TO/OP’s Collins
   D. Cal Fire Turbeville
   E. NBIMT Piccinini
   F. CICCS Thomas
   G. Fire Tech Advisory Collins
   H. REDCOM Kittila

VII. OLD BUSINESS:
   A. 2018 Goals Update Andreis/All
   B. Draw Down Procedures (Discussion) Andreis/All

VIII. NEW BUSINESS:
   A. Amendment vote By-Laws, Section 3.4 Andreis
   B. Nomination of Randy Collins as an Honorary Member Andreis
   C. Sponsoring FBOR Class Andreis

IX. GOOD OF THE ORDER:

IX. ADJOURNMENT

FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS:
2018 SONOMA COUNTY TO’s/OP’s GOALS
(Adopted March 13, 2018)

I. Conduct a review of deployments at the end of the year (Andreis)

II. Continue to maintain a training calendar on the website and coordinate all outside trainings through the group (All)

III. Continue to maintain liaisons with the Chief’s, FPO’s and Marin TO’s/OP’s (Collins/DiCarli)

IV. Host a RIO & Ethics class (Collins)

V. Encourage the concept of Zone drills (All)

VI. Host a STL/Overhead Refresher Course (Andreis/Petersen)

VII. Explore (with FPO’s) common terminology and procedures for evacuation (DeCarli)

VIII. Recognize staff achievements at the Chief’s installation luncheon (All)

IX. Implement a single “All-Call” page (Andreis)

X. Develop a Tactical Response to Conflagrations course (Turbeville/Andreis)

XI. Develop a Tactical Response to mass shootings (Suter)

XII. Develop Draw-down protocols (Andreis)